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Experience the new omnibus simulator with OMSI 2 and
start discovering Spandau while driving the omnibus.
Test yourself in mini-games. In the "Goods Store" you
need to buy food, in the "Script Workshop" select the
appropriate scene, and in the "Drivers' Club" you can
earn extra money with free tests. Whatever your goal,
keep a lot of aspects under control when choosing a
path. You can switch between drivers, passengers,
helmsman and driver. Be sure to make stops at the
stations - they can be studied and subsequently divided
into large areas. Pedestrians may appear in front of you they must be skipped. Even if you are in front of an
open door, you will have to open it to enter, but this may
disrupt traffic inside the cabin. Spend your time
wandering the winding streets of Spandamen and get to
know the original style of play. Original effects: pleasant
soundtrack, three-dimensional models of the road and
transport An updated version of the famous bus
simulator with sophisticated graphics. Now even more
realism and realism even in the most dangerous places
on the track. The player can control it both individually
and in a group of four people. Try your hand at driving
omnibuses in single player or as part of a group where
you can search, transport and select different routes. A
vast world opens up before you, stretching from the
Central Park to the famous Spandovensky Bridge. To
explore these places, as well as get to know the city,
players will find interesting surprises in the game.
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Choose a decent omnibus for yourself and choose the
right road in the game! Updated horse racing simulator
with improved graphics, sound and controls. Welcome to
Skrope.ru - the largest equestrian adventure resource on
the Russian Internet. Here you can: find exciting minigames, pass interesting tests, find teams to complete
quests, find tips for completing missions and much
more. Create your own trading terminal in Spandachen,
which will be available in the Demo version, or open a
full-fledged game center.
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